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PROFILE

As an enthusiast of technology
and the meaningful changes it
can bring, I am excited to
leverage my skills and experience
to create innovative and
engaging web applications.
Result-driven and
detail-oriented with proven
abilities in programming, testing,
debugging, and problem solving,
my previous track record on
Agile teams will ensure my
success in your organization.

SKILLS
C, C++, HTML, CSS, Javascript, JIRA,

Microsoft TFS, React, Node, Express,
MySQL, Agile Development, DOM
APIs, Web APIs, User Authentication,
OAuth, WebSocket, Heroku, GitHub,
Jest, Matlab, Test Case Creation,
Mobile Testing, Web Application
Testing, Localization Testing

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |    Diploma,
Software Engineering
NOV  2022 - FEB  2023,

Vancouver, BC

University of British Columbia  |
Bachelors in Applied Science,
Computer and Electrical
Engineering
SEPT  2008 - 2013,

Vancouver, BC

E X P E R I E N C E

Real Estate Agent  |  Oakwyn Realty
AUG  2016 - PRESENT,  VANCOUVER, BC

● Successfully educated clients on the transaction process and expectations to
ensure the transaction goals were reached.

QA Tester, Project QA Lead  |  Finger Food Studios
AUG  2015 - JAN 2016,  PORT COQUITLAM, BC

● Developed, maintained, and documented comprehensive test cases to ensure
reusability and coverage.

● Delivered high quality projects on time and on budget as the projects’ QA Lead
by effectively managing a team of up to 5 QA testers.

● Regularly contributed to decision making with other QA Leads as well as senior
management to ensure best QA practices throughout the company as a whole.

● Created and maintained JIRA dashboards and Confluence pages to streamline
communication within the project team in an Agile environment.

Quality Assurance Analyst  |  Blackwell Astor
AUG  2014 - AUG 2015,  VANCOUVER, BC

● Developed clear, effective, reusable test cases for various areas of a web
application.

● Attended weekly Scrum meetings to maintain communication across the team.
● Utilized Microsoft TFS (Team Foundation Server) for comprehensive bug

tracking.

Co-Founder, Vice President Internal | UBC
JAN 2012 - APR 2012,  APP DEVELOPMENT CLUB, UBC

● Collaborated with other co-founders to establish a club charter.
● Collaborated with the club president to recruit members from faculty as well as social

media.

P R O J  E C T S

Principal Full Stack Developer | FairForward
FEB  2023,  BUILD’23, HACKATHON

● Built a 7 page React SPA front-end utilizing  hooks and routing in a span of 36 hours
working in a team with three UX designers.

● Created a platform for indigenous youth to be matched with indigenous mentors for

better support in today’s climate of inequality.

● Created a reusable styling architecture using  CSS and SASS to ensure DRY code across

multiple components and views.

Principal Full Stack Developer | InstantSpots
FEB  2023,  BRAINSTATION, CAPSTONE PROJECT

● Successfully evaluated, researched, and concept-proofed extra-curricular tech stack to
improve the web application.

● Created a React SPA which Implements a real time responsive chat board with full

multiplexing to address information overload and decision paralysis using WebSocket.

● Implemented the WebSocket server with node.js and express.js

Full Stack Developer | Air Canada Hackathon
FEB  2023,  AIR CANADA, INDUSTRY HACKATHON

● Ideated and collaborated with a full team of data scientists, UX designers, and other
developers to solve specific problem spaces voiced by product owners at Air Canada.

● Revamped the landing page of Air Canada’s browser extension to better drive

engagement and clicks, as well as increased visibility of the existence of the browser

extension by implementing a pop up modal in the span of the 24 hr hackathon.

http://linkedin.com/in/thedixonwu
https://github.com/DixonWuGithub
https://www.ubc.ca/
https://fairforward.xyz/
https://github.com/DixonWuGithub/instantspots
https://github.com/DixonWuGithub/industry-air-canada

